
A simple way to accomplish the difficult task of reaming cork. This 
kit includes four solid glass tapered shafts with abrasive 
sandpaper, and one universal handle. The threaded tapered 
shafts can be used with the handle or a portable drill. Each shaft 
has a pinned metal sleeve on the base to allow chucking in a low 
rpm drill. The shaft tapers allow you to ream for just about any 
blank taper. Each kit comes with a vinyl lined cloth sack for 
storage and replacement sandpaper. Once the paper wears out, 
you simply replace it (glue in place on the shaft). They are durable 
enough to last through the reaming process many times, however, 
they are not designed to be used manufacturing environment. This 
is one item the serious custom rod builder can’t live without.

WILD RIVER ROD KITS 

Can be used for enlarging holes through cork and EVA handles.  Made out 
of cut-off blank sections for correct taper.Coated with carbide grit.  
18” long.  Hand ream only.
BIN #          DESCRIPTION        MSRP
HK 1000    Coarse MED-LRG   $4.30
HK 1001    Coarse MED     $4.30
HK 1002    Coarse LRG SALT   $5.50

DREAM REAMER KIT

HK 1006
 
MSRP $59.90
Kit includes four solid 
glass tapered shafts with 
abrasive sandpaper and 
one universal handle.

HK 1003    Fine MED-LRG    $4.30
HK 1004     Fine LT                    $4.30
HK 1005     Fine UL & FLY     $4.30

REAMERS

BIN#  DESCRIPTION                                                                             
                                                   MSRP
WRK 21 = 1 pc. UL Spinning 5’ (Forecast RB 457) includes 5 single foot hialoy guides and                 $45.78 
top - cork grips with graphite reel seat.

WRK 22 A = 1 pc. ML Walleye/Bass Spin 6’ (Forecast RB 459) includes 6 single foot hialoy                            $71.65 
guides and top - cork grips with graphite reel seat.

WRK 22 B = 1 pc. M Walleye/Bass Spin 6’ (Forecast RB 460) includes 6 single foot hialoy                            $74.52  
guides and top - cork grips with graphite reel seat.

WRK 24 = 1 pc. ML Casting or Spincasting 6’ (Forecast RB 459) includes 6 double foot hialoy                           $61.98 
guides and tops - straight EVA black foam grips with graphite trigger seat.

WRK 25 = 1 pc. M Casting 6’ (Forcast RB 460  includes 6 double foot hialoy                                        $95.55 
guides and tops - straight cork grips with graphite trigger seat

WRK 27 = 2 pc. Fly Rod 9’ - 5/6 wt. (Forecast RB 453) includes 8 stainless steel guides and                             $91.40
tops plus 1 hialoy stripping guides - Western cork grip with graphite seat.

WRK 34 = 1 Pc. ML Spinning Walleye 6’6” (Forecast RB 461) includes 7 singlefoot guides                    $74.82
and top - cork grips with graphite reel seat.

WRK 35 = 1 Pc. ML Spinning Walleye 7’0” (Forecast RB 464) includes 7 singlefoot guides                    $96.57
and top - cork grips with graphite reel seat.

All kits include: a blank, complete handle, guides, reel seat shim, hook keeper, and wind check


